Our teachers and new administrative team created this beautiful mural that hangs in our commons area which represents the magic that happens when we all come together to create meaningful learning experiences and exemplifies the OCJH motto that **"TOGETHER WE LEARN FOR LIFE."**

## OUR MISSION AND VALUES

![EAGLES VALUE VISION](image)

**EAGLES BECOME CONFIDENT, RESILIENT, LIFE-LONG LEARNERS BY DEVELOPING:**
- CITIZENSHIP: SHOWING RESPECT FOR OUR SCHOOL, COMMUNITY
- CREATIVITY: EXPLORING INTERESTS AND DESIGNING SOLUTIONS
- CRITICAL THINKING: GAINING KNOWLEDGE TO SOLVE PROBLEMS
- CHARACTER: FORMING CONNECTIONS AND A GROWTH MINDSET
- COLLABORATION: WORKING TOGETHER TOWARDS SHARED OUTCOMES
- COMMUNICATION: SHARING IDEAS, TAKING FEEDBACK, AND LISTENING

![EAGLES VALUE COMMITMENT](image)

**WE COME TO SCHOOL READY TO LEARN**
- WE ORGANIZE OUR MATERIALS AND TIME
- WE ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE AND DO OUR BEST
- WE SEEK INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS
- WE CONTRIBUTE TO OUR SCHOOL COMMUNITY

![EAGLES VALUE CONNECTION](image)

**WE INCLUDE AND SERVE OTHERS**
- WE COMMUNICATE APPROPRIATELY
- WE NOTICE AND ENCOURAGE GROWTH
- WE CELEBRATE DIFFERENCES AND SUCCESSES
- WE CONTRIBUTE TO THE WORLD

![EAGLES VALUE CITIZENSHIP](image)

**WE USE POSITIVE SELF-TALK**
- WE RESPECT OTHERS’ SPACE AND PROPERTY
- WE GIVE OTHERS OUR FULL ATTENTION
- WE RESPECT OUR FACILITY AND KEEP IT CLEAN
- WE SHOW SCHOOL SPIRIT AND GET INVOLVED

## OCJH BY THE NUMBERS

- **STUDENTS ENROLLED:** 1347
- **NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN**
  - DRAMA: 244
  - ORCHESTRA: 86
  - BAND: 146
  - CHOIR: 226
  - VISUAL ARTS: 505
  - FOREIGN LANGUAGE: 769
  - LEADERSHIP COALITION: 84
- **7TH-8TH IN HONORS/ALL:** 183
- **9TH IN HONORS/AP:** 324
- **STUDENTS IN GUIDED STUDIES:** 71
- **9TH GRADE CREDITS RESTORED:** 43
- **NUMBER OF TEACHERS:** 53
- **COLLECTIVE YEARS IN EDUCATION:** 820
- **# OF TEACHER ADVANCED DEGREES AND/OR ENDORSEMENTS:** 75
SCHOOL REPORT CARD '22
Areas of Exemplary Growth:
- Language Arts: 67%
- Math: 71%
- Science: 58%
Growth of Lowest 25%: 63%
GRADE=B

RISE/ASPIRE % PROFICIENT
- Language Arts Up 5%
- Math Up 7%

96% NEWL PORTUGUESE PASS RATE

89% AP GEOGRAPHY PASS RATE

TRUST LANDS EXPENDITURES
2021-2022 BUDGET: $174,747
- TECH, SUPPLIES, PD & SUBS $20,811
- BENEFITS $29,831
- AIDE SALARIES $21,268
- HOURLY TEACHERS $102,837

OCJH SCC MEMBERS
Mamie Argyle, Debbie Bagley, Mindee Cowley, Seth Cox, Christine Craddock, Amy Fox (Chair), Taralyn Holmes, Shauni Keith, Jennifer Lyman, Matt Marshall, Tami Platt, Kate Ross, and Niki Swan (Vice Chair)

Upcoming Meetings: 2/21, 3/21, 4/18, 5/16
All Meetings 2:30-3:30
In addition to developing critical thinking in their academics, OCJH students have additional opportunities through extra curricular activities such as the Science Demo Team, Math Club, E-Sports, TSA, FBLA, 3-D Design, and Battle of the Books. Our students do an exceptional job in school, district, state, and national competitions and performances!

Each week students engage in lessons led by their A2/B6 teachers that are focused on the OCJH values of Connection, Commitment, and Citizenship. These lessons are created by teachers and faculty on our well-being team.

OCJH students are service oriented. This year students have participated in a food drive, a sock drive for the homeless, and a coat drive for Ukraine. Our Leadership Coalition (Stu. Co, Hope Squad, and Yearbook) and Student Voice Group have led our service initiatives and encouraged participation!

OCJH has many opportunities and outlets for students to express their creativity. We have a thriving Fine Arts, Performing Arts, and CTE departments. Students participate in Drama, Band, Orchestra, Choir, Visual Arts, Ceramics, Sewing, Foods, Exploring Tech, Coding, Business, Programming, Woods, and more. In addition, students have represented us well in PTA Reflections and TSA Competitions where their creativity has been put to the test!

The greatest expressions of collaboration and communication are when we come together and create something special. This is manifest at Oak Canyon when we watch a group of student musicians or athletes perform individual parts of a greater whole. Simply put, collaboration and communication are integral parts of all of our offerings at OCJH such as our Band, Orchestra, Choir, Drama, Foreign Language, and Athletic programs. In addition this year, we have piloted a Student Success class that was created in-house to bridge the gap between elementary and secondary schools. Our Guided Studies program encourages communication and collaboration between teachers, students. Both opportunities have empowered students to participate effectively in school.